PROGRESS ACADEMIC PROBATION

JESSE OROPEZA
CAMPUS POLICY

- Student are classified once they have attempted 12 units.

- Keep In Mind (Systems at BC are set up for traditional students which is why it takes 12 units to get an Academic Standing status)
GOOD STANDING

- Cumulative GPA is over 2.0
- Student has completed 12 units (4 classes)
- 50% of all BC coursework has been completed with grade and not with Withdraws, Incomplete or No pass.
ACADEMIC PROBATION STEPS TO DISQUALIFICATION

Cum GPA below 2.0

Probation 1

Probation 2

Cum GPA continues to be below 2.0 for a second consecutive semester

Cum GPA continues below 2.0 after a 3rd semester

Disqualification
PROGRESS PROBATION STEPS TO DISQUALIFICATION

Progress Probation 1: 50% of your total courses have W, I, or NP

Progress Probation 2: 50% of your total courses have W, I, or NP for second Consecutive Semester

Disqualification: 50% of your total courses have W, I, or NP for third Consecutive Semester
IS STUDENT ON PROBATION?

Student 1
1. Fall 2021 Took 1 course 3 units got an F
2. Spring 2021 took 1 course 3 units got an F
3. Fall 2022 took 1 course 3 units got an F

Student 2
1. Fall 2021 Took 1 course 3 units got an F
2. Spring 2021 took 1 course 3 units got a W
3. Fall 2022 took 1 course 3 units got a C
   - Spring 2022 took 1 course 3 units got a W
WHAT TO DO ONCE ON PROBATION 1?

To be able to register for classes

1. Update Form for current semester
2. Complete Student Success Seminar
3. Meeting with a BC counselor/advisor (understanding below 2.0 they can no longer take courses)

To get off probation

1. Student must get above a 2.0 for the semester.
WHAT TO DO ONCE ON PROBATION 2?

To be able to register for classes

1. Update Form for current semester
2. Complete Student Success Seminar
3. Meeting with a BC counselor/advisor is optional.
   1. For High School students I highly recommend this. (Understanding C’s don’t get you above a 2.0)

To get off probation

1. Student must get above a 2.0 for the semester.
CONTINUED PROBATION

- A student can be on Probation 1 and have a successful semester but still not raise their GPA above 2.0.
- This puts student on continued probation, so we treat it like Probation 1.

Example

1. Student has a 1.5 GPA and gets put on Probation 1.
2. Takes one more course and gets a C so the GPA gets raised to 1.8,
3. This keeps them on probation but does not move them to Probation 2.
BEST PRACTICES

- If a student gets on probation 1, encourage them to really think about the implications of that going forward (once they leave HS and financial aid)
- If a student gets on probation 2, explain this is the last chance for them
- Once a student on disqualification policy allows for them to return after a semester, we do not encourage this.
- Speak with BC counselor/advisor before they meet with student to make sure HS and BC on same page about student